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Underwater photographer tells ofadventures

14 •

_

house(and went to the Bahamas."

BY Tim Rice
Staff Writer,

........

It takei a-apeciaricind of'man to consider tangling - with shar-Zs_ a
calculated, risk. - A- special kind of
legend.
The Guest Lecture Series brought a
modern-day adventurer-ter-UMO--leit-,--"------underwater
Renowned
night.
Waterman
Stan
photographer
captivated his audience for over two
hours by vividly bringing to life the
•
world beneath the sea.
Best-known for his dcfcumentary
--films, the pioneer of underwater
•
millions
salvaged
cinematography has
)4.,1)
of dollars in cargo from sunken ships,
filmed the motion pictures "The
Deep," and "Blue Water, White
Death," and photographed sharks in
virtually every ocean in the world.
"Sharks are big bok-office,"
Waterman said. "ABC loves them. So
do I. They put my kids through
college."
Waterman, a former blueberry
lamer in Sergeantville, Mame, said he
first became fascinated by scuba diving
when he saw Jacques Cousteau spread
in National Geographic in 1954.
"It seemed to me one of the finest
adventures known to man," he said.
"So I grabbed an instruction booklet
which told me noi to hold my breath,
bought some scuba gear, and learned
to dive in a nearby pond. I saw a few
bass and perch swim around and
Illustration by Michael Davis
thought 'this isit.'
my
"So I built a boat, mortgaged
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At 59, Waterman said he still loves
his job, and "wouldn't trade it for the
world."
"To be featly happy in hi)* one
be fornmatt_______
—makes his,
indeed," he said.
Asked what ,his most dangefOus
experience was, Waterman- said-:--he
came very close to a heart attack when
he aawilacqueline Bisset in a wet T-_,
shirt. "When she came out of the water,
7
strong men'sobbed,"he said.
On a serious note, Waterman said
there are many elements of danger in
his work.
"Sharks are predictable," he said
"Don't let anyone tell you theLasen't.
But accidents do happen. Some of my
friends were bitten. Only a fool-takes
any shark for granted."
Waterman said his -close- friend
PeterBenchley's classic description at
•
.
the beginning of his novel "Jaws" was
accurate.
"It was so real, so scary. I never.
wanted to swim alone offshore again. I
don't recommend it
But 'Waterman said that in most
cases the shark is a shy creature.
"We have the impression that all
you have to do is drop overboard in
the tropics and you'll be turned into
McDonald's hamburger.Most of the
time sharks will take off when they see
human beings. But when they sense
something is in trouble, or alone,
they'll pick up soundwaves for over five miles, and head toward it."
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Student Governmentcandidates begin race
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By Peter Gore
Staff Writer
.

•"="•--
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•

_
Tuesday marked _the_ _official opening of--the-1983-84 race for student government leadership.
At this time six - candidates have officially
registered for the positions of student government
president and vice president. They are Scot__
Marsters and Todd Ehrlich; Craig Freshley and
Tony Mangione; and Brad Williams and Brian
Favreau.
Freshley, a junior majoring , in physics and
philosophy, has been a student senat
r.
representing off-campus students for • one
udent
a
is
graduate
Mangione
mate,
His running
Publicpursuing a masters degree I
as been a
-Minim-Oration. Like Freshley, h
studentlenator for one year.
Freshley and Mangione's campaign slogan
is,"Let's get down to business." He said if elected
they will be looking to invest student government
funds in- areas which will be in the students' best
interests. Freshley said by treating student
governmen1>4 a business, they can make and
invest revenue that will both save the students
money and provide them with services.
"I" don't want that to scare people," Freshley
'd. "If we can find ways to invest, alternative
forms of revenues, then activity fees will go down.
government
"I would like to see the student
way, rather
businesslike
professional
a
in
ted
opera'
eysaid.
way,"Freshl
than a political-type
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Freshley and Mangione said the basis of their
platform is to do what the students want them to
do.

ezampaign
Mangione said they would like to create better
communication between students-- and student
government.
"I want students to have a major impact
in Residential Life," Mangione
Freshley said if elected they would plan to have
a weekly radio show at WMEB-FM in which
students could call in and voice their opinions and
suggestions. Mangione said he plans to call 10-15
students a week to get their concerns and ideas.
They also said they plan to survey the campus to
determine specific concerns and problems and
present them to Residential Life.
Both Freshley and Mangione said they decided
to run to try and create change on campus.
"The office of student government president is _
the most effective way oPhelping students and
making things go on,"Freshley said.

"The only Way to get change is to become
.involved,"Mangione said. ,
Freshley, who recently broke his leg in a skiing
accident, said he did- not feel that it would
seriously effect his campaigning.
"Students have to understand I can't get
around as well as the other candidates," Freshley
said. "But it's only a temporary thing. I'm going
do my damndest."
Scot Marsters is a three-year student senator
with a double major in biochemistry and
microbiology. His running mate, Todd Ehrlich
has been in the student senate two years, and is
majoring in forest engineering. ___
"We want to get the students involved,"
Marsters said. "We're tiying to find out what the
students want, what student government can do
-for them."
Marsters laid if elected he hopes to meet with
dorm presidents and discuss student needs and
ideas. Communications between dorms and
student government need to be improved, he said.
"We can see the senators, we respect their
positions, we've seen senators that go back and
talk to their people and those that don't,"
Marsters said. "I think it is important, to get
,
senators to talk to people in their dorms."__
Marsters and Ehrlich's slogan is "Hardtvorking
and Experienced." Ehrlich emphasized it was not
• -7
_
the only slogan they could use.
(See CANDIDATES, p.3)
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13y _Peter GI
Staff Writer
By Mike Harman
- Staff Writet
curriculum changes, cnanging vocaTwo of the IJMO communities' state
;tional needs, and innovations'in the
\.
representatives, Sen. Ken Hayes
school system. especially in areas of
(D-Orono) and Rep. John Bett (R-Ototechnology."
no) have recently been appointed to
Bott said, "I believe we should
\
the :
Joint Standing Committee on
•
move quickly to prepare our young
Education• during the 111th state
Hayes said "I think1 got my
on the draftingof bills. "So far we've -people for an increasingly,technologi—legislature.
appointment because I wanted it, and
met at least twice a week. We've had cal society. In order to shore up our
beCause of my- background in the 'presentationse Department of economy. we must provide
Hayes was appointed chairmIn of
prospecthe committee. wilich_copb;ols numereducational system and my academic
Education .explainine-preftwus and tive high-tech htinployers with a pool of
ous programs that constime a total of
credentials. There aretioPb D is in__Yy_e've heard legislative-recomnienda..- -.highly trained graduates
Quality ...
46 percent of the': state's annual
the state senate, and I'm
of them."
times, including a '' schiflo ;larding education "Iiirikw jobs go-Itatt in
The education eommittq has 13 formdla teachers_ certihcation_ezam- -hand."'
bud_get. "I was fortunate to receive
---1̀
—
_
- \
the c4irrnaeshie,7_'
members, three-frem:the:Agelkate and
, }UM-,said.
mations and student-6ampetancy
Hayes said, "The\.onimittee is most"This is one of the more impOrtant
ten from the House.. McitibellOip is. testing.
Tomorrow we have a interested in hearing from the uni
committees. - e-We sit in on the ,divided in the 'filth legislature-ill' uch
presentation by Chancellor
Mc- .„ __versity 'community.
I would be
_
appropriations committee when .they
a way that_tiecEtliirds of members
- -Cirrhy.
gt
-÷TU1.4CJ 1.3
tts1tiny ,deal-W.411-4)ot eoneerns7-."
- --=Denteetatr--TrinraftyleiaeFiliip t
"We're involvedin-a-major-study
-constituents. -I-took forward to people
the Senate - the_ Majority leader. the'\ -eclueatiOn-lifIlMaine." Hayes said. --from--the
Bott said,
very pleased to
university community pattireceive my first preference, the
assistant majority leader, and ,- the \,"We hope to have some proposals for cipating in the
hearings for these bills,
Education Committee. I nil:* I got my
minority leader • choose the coreteitthe
special
_session
in
1984.
_Melte_
_
_and
vi,ould
to talk
•
-- -•,---:-.-,.-, Nice-_---.-. _to anybocly
tee etember_s. ---------uppointinent becauSU1 lobbied for it
' been condiietibg a sun e36T primary concerned\ with these bills. I'm 'sure
and,11 inakes,_the nisii,st sense
Theiedgeat1en_ecurya4tne•-i1nduets ,and secondarre_dtication in the-state. Representatives Bott and Bost
•
would
hearings, maintains a secretary, and
because of the constituency of my
and were- building into that the higher be equally cooperative in getting
tufir two legislative assistants to work
district."
edtidlti\on component. This includes people involved in the process."
----

Committee studies educational

Robert B.
1969 Distini
and former
political sci
Wednesday
attack. He s
Thomson,
stroke at the
reportedly
_ ress. Howev
relapse and
-Ins his'33 -3
- Thomson es1
With
1
students.
_
jive:on th4
POliCY Comp.
certimittee.01

standards in Maine schools

-s

* Police Blotter *
By Michael Davis
Staff Writer
-

The portrait of Florence
Balentine was stolen from the lobby of Balentine Hall Jan. 13.
Its estimated value is more than
$300. Police have no suspects.

1011-d:kNMIM

A Bear's -Den employee reported a set of keys found in the
basement of the Memorial

Union's men's'room. The- key
ring has a Discount Beverage
can opener attached.
•
°I A- pile-of magnetie-strips.
cheek out cards and book labels
were found in the 3B level of
Fogler Library. The materials
came from books which were
reported missing Jan. 7. The
value of thé. staen books
about $SO.

tor appoin
i
ted for
—
OCB monthly newspaper
By Ann T. lvicQuite_
Staff Writer
Cary n Purcell was appointed
last Thursday editor of Word-- stock. the Off-Campus Board's
- -monthly newspaper.
Purcell. who graduated last
- semester from William and
Mary College in Williamsburg,
Va., said she plans no major
• -changesisthe content-or format
-of the papef.
"
-Craig Freshlej,(last semester's editor) wOiked- -hbrd to
improve_ the paper-se_I want to_
-keep the focus the same,"
Purcell said.
Freshley commented on the

Classifieds

Freshly Served
SANDWICHES
HOT &COLD ENTRES
ICE CREAM
DESERTS
FRUIT
MILK
HOT Ek COLD DRINKS
CANDY
ASSORTED SNACKS
DOLLAR BILL CHANGERS

Apartment
Efficiency apartment.

Bangor 2 FOCIals.
Clean. Heat included. $140 per month,
Off street parking. 947-1204. Keeptrying.

Class Offezed-Cosmetics/excellent carrer opportuni.
ties in skin care and cosmetics. Will train.
Established 50 years. Call 947-4060 Jor
interview.

Help Wanted

Group Sales Representative wanted for
ski trips to Sugarloaf at the Red Stallion
Inn, 235-2791.
• Meeting
DEMOCRATIC SOCIALIST ALTERNATIVE- Follow-up to Michael
Harrington. Speaker: Penny' Schantz,
national. DSA Field Representative. Sun;
day, January 30,7:30-9:CO p.m., PeabOily
'Lounge. Memorial Union. All
.
-persons welcome.
.4.

Pre-edb&ool

•-

CANTEE

COMPLETE FOOD & VENDING SERVICE
CANTEEN SERVICE CO

244 PERRY ROAD

."14,-•••
-

RANGOR 945 5688

Sti

MONTE'S:he/At PRE-SCHOOL to
open on Itilltater Avenue, Old Town.
QutdY'education for children, ages 21
/
2-6
s. For inforrnatirm Gall 223
4975,
enings.
•

Trip
wARNThiG!
Too much SUN. BEER,
and FUN

can hurtr
(Tut MARCH
BREAK! Florida! Bermuda! Retire
e,
CSil Mark 1127-5254. -

"We're I
describe ou
"Dedicated
one.-We've s
Marsters

are -responsi
wreen televis

and for extel
hours until ,
that if elect4
work for I
between BC(
"There's a
on at BCC,
planning boi
job and we'd
take advantal
Marsters
would provi
students-to-

-

changes he made in what was
formerly the OCR Newsletter.
In the past. it (the publkation)
just had Tenants' Union and
P-Nuts Co-op information and
announcements of OCB dances,
that kind of thing.
I've
_.
tried to make it more of a
student government paper.
gets priority_. but I really
encourage other -branch_e_s_of
stlident government to contribide. __
1
_ _
---'-'1-'ve rtried to promote regular --I
.
features.”Freshley said. He
said the Graduate Student ituatd Publishes its own page in
Wordstock and Student Legal
Services now has - a regular
column in the paper.
Because Wordstock is funded
solely by _student government
and does
„tsinotrest-on advertising
reventr - ,eT MO says \ the
paper
ell suited _for Eromot- ing----and publicizing campusfacilities and events.
'
.;WordetoCk_ is more public
seryiee'oriented and informa-.- e, whereas the Maine Camtiv
-pus is- more invistigative.
never had the staffTo do much
investigative writing," Freshley
said.
Purcell hopes to bring in more
writers this semester ind to
have a more "cohesive" staff.
As an English major at
William and Mary, Purcell
, wrote for her student newspaper,I literary magizine and yearbook. She is primarily interested
In creative writing.
.
"I see, Wordstot•k as a good
place for those people whe don't

ocp

_YlaIILAS4_1ititg_iWirict

The I
semi
,

The d
Maine
-

(F•atts

50
coup

news

fornfft-fo-halm their writing
published," Purcell said.
The semester's first issue of
Wordstock will cottie out Feb. 14
and will concentrate on student
govertuneft4 elections to be held--Feb. 16.
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Formerpolitical science chairm

-' By Peter Gray
Staff Writer

Special Studies. Thomson was also the
former director of the Honors Fre-

,
,- ._

he
of
iId
ng
Riur
of
ity
in
)st
Lai
he ny ,
ile qiIs,
SiY
_
ire -

frorn_196197.7

_

•,

Harvard Law School and later studied _
politics and law at Columbia Univer-\
sity.

iscopal Church, •Center'Sr.: Old
wn, at 11 a.m;

-- ,
"Bob's greatestimpoct was his long
Robert B. Thomson, winner of the
range rapport with his students,"
Thomsen's interests were chess and
1969 Distinguished Prefessor Award
Kenneth Palmer of the poltical science football. "He tried to attend as many
and former acting chairman of the
department said.
Maine football games as possible,
, political science _ department, died
Professor Walter Schoenberger,
keepieg accurate stats at each game,"
Wednesday night of an apparent heart
also of the political science departEugene Mawhinny of—the political
attack. He was 71.
ment said,"Bob had a very good mind science department said.."Its eery
' ,
Thomson, who suffered a minor
and he was congenial, soft spoken
that Bear Bryant died the same way,
stroke at the start of the semester, was and pleasant."
day, and almost the same age, and if
• reportedly making significant prog"He was always approachable and
they meet in heaven, I'm sure Bob will
ress. _However, last Sunday he had a
his door was always open," John
correat some of Bear's coaching •
relapse and suffered„a heart attack.
Nolde of the history department said.
methpds.''':
------- In his'33 years- with the university, ""He had- a fantastic intellectual_
- —Thomson s Pol-150 -course will be
Thomson established a solid rapport_ __capacity,an
a- eommittmCnt
continued this-semester and taught by
with -his- former colleagues and_—_,elteellence," be Said
Nickerson, who Was once --a
-.Jot*
students.
Bern in Providence, R.I., on July-28,
StuftitOf Tboinson's
-Hein:4 a former fatuity represent-a1912, Thomson graduated from
_live on the Trustees' _Educational Harvard College_ in 1932. He did his
Thomson is survived by hi wife
Policy Committee. He served on the -post gradnate- studies' at tendon
Arietunerariervices will be
conimittee of the Bachelor of Arts in 'School of Economics. He attended
Saturdat, Jan. 28, at St. James
_

•

nt Government candidates -

-

Robert B. Tbomsorn

(CondanadtrompA)

"We're using these slogans tor- government and get them involved
.
confronting student -government. He
Both Williams and Favreau said by
describe ourselves," Ehrlich said.
"We want to get out to-the students said students are not moved-l
getting
o
act
people involverL, better
until
"Dedicated and responsible is another and give them information,'he said.
a
decision
is-ma
de.
.
colurnun
—
icllion
s-'-c-an--be created: one. We've showtvwe-are both::
...,!'We're trying to provide a service to t
Favreau
said
thii
not apply just to- - Marsters -said both he and'
the students at the-same time-as--we--- Once_a_clecisiom has been reached, student governiidid
ient, but also to
are responsible--for--having a large- campaign."
then _eveuone starts complaining," students
and faculty.
screen television put in the Bear's Den,
The third pair of candidates is Brad Williams said.
_
and for extending the weekend Closing Williams and Brian Favreau. Williams, -Williams said there are three areas in • "Most a AP students denit-lutow
hours until 1_a.m. Marsters also said •majoring in international affairs and student government
they 49,tild like to the professors here, other thaixtheones
that if elected he and Ehrlich would - business administration, has
change
bee,0:
iT
elected.
First,
would like, they have for class," Favreau said.
work for better communications member of dorm and con(plex tcr-get--people informedthe/
as
to where
between BCC and UMO.
government. Both said they would like- student government meetings are held - Williams said both he'and Favreau
"There's a lot of good things going to see a rise in student involvement on
were new faces in student government.
and when. He also said they would like
on at--BCC," Marsters said. "Their campus.
"We itiedtwo students, not just two
to hold open forums at each complex senators who have been entrench
planning board is doing a wonderful
"Half of the students don't .know
ed
job and we'd like to see UMO students what is going on," Favreau said. "It's 10 hear student idea's and gripes. there," Williams said. "The main
Williams' final objective is to meet thing we have to stress is that we are - take advantage of it."
their university and they,should have a
with the area state representatives and not part,of the establis
Marsters said he hoped the election say."
hment, and we
would provide an .opportunity for
do care."
Williams said he feels a lack of obtain more funds for the university.
students to find out about student knowledge and apathy are problems
•
•

ng

•

—

-

Graduate Students
The GSB is offering grants for the spring
semester for up to $200.00. Applications
should be picked up in te
Graduate Center
The deadline is February 25, 1983

BENJAMIN S
_

Miviiits--Ortthiate School
. Winslow
-

The Grodutit6 Cente-r1 1 4 Estabrooke Thin

=- :Tear out and post on Bulletin Board

13

7:00am Tues-Fri
Home made English'Muffins
Croissants
Nut Stollen

Ia

UnNersity of Maine
0,4"
.maine 04469

* --clearance *

4

5

WRAP JUNIOR AND
I13INAGIC ROCKENS

9 —7-710
owasona EAST -

(Featuring)

couptyt!
.•

3
MAXDY *MOVES A
-TIESOVESTOIII3

next dooricafe
Coffee & Pastries

14
- Nun"wow -

20

11

-

IM11613 BAND -

THE XINC IIX

13
17
--oxtrti.E Iviongras -

—7" 21

23

13

26

•

COM&
TAXI -

*-10.44
-

500

ampus106 Oak Hall

-

PrIIMUARY 198 3

1

50ce

- •

Arb

ouptm

P Hour 4-8 Erefyday
10 percent Dinner Special, UMO Students Sun-Thurs
Sun, Mon,Tues,604 Michelob Draft
•
95C Heineken Draft Every Night
Band Every Night $1.00 Cover Sat-Thurs
$2.00 Friday Only
,..FROM DECOLE IN tOVE
WITh ThE RESTAURANT bUSINESS.

50' off Paw Painter Haf

t
•

.2._

1:3CPJ

Get yours in the Union this Friday,
January 28th
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—
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123 FRANKLIN STREET BANGOR
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OUI law has impact

runic driving arrests decline
1

By Ken Waltz
in 1982.
1982 figures exclude
Staff Writer
December.
The -state of Maine is reported to •
We would like to attribute it to the
have one of the "toughest" OUI laws new OU1 law," Hubley said, "but
In the country.and although officials basically people are being more
agree it has been a deterrent, it careful about drinking and driving.
probably isn't the primary reason for Apparently it (the new law) has had
the slight decline in OUI arrests on quite an impacL"
campus.
On campus; Prosser said a majority
"I'm sure it is a deterrent," said of the, people arrested for' OUI are
William Prosser. assistant director of off-campus people,'attvriOilifr _parties
police services at UM0. Prosser said On campus. But Prosser saWstudents
it was the "university's total commit- have tried to keep others from driving
• ment to alcohol abuse" that has made after -drinking. "The students have
the biggest difference in the decline of responded beautifully," he said.
GUI cads--on campus.
"Some fraternities will even discourAlthough.complete figures for 1982 age -them front-Ativing." have not bee compiled. Prosser said
The Maine OUI _penalties, simply
therewere57OU.Js in 1980, 90 in 1981 stated, say the following: You can be
arrested forOUI for a traffic infraction
inte be the
s
and tanill
ee Se:
ht
i :m:
November of 1982.
if your blood alcohol levelis less than
-Statistics. for 1982. ve also not --.204 yoti donotattempt to etritie-poliee
_
been completed for the sta of Maine, and you have not exceeded the speedbut- Les Hubley. public information of 20 mp-h.
for
4hwa
The penalties _range fionLa4250 to
Safet Coirtmittee_
froin 4r‘
-said there has:ne,en.-:501
----t&180-daY4icense
alirincreaie in 01:11-ra'rrests" since th
stispoision -arid -file satisfactory
law went into-effect Jan. 1, 1982.
pritioii of the alcohol education
In 1980. there were 9.539 persons pri gram
given
through
the
arrested on Maine highways for OUI, De tment of Human Services.
While in 1981 there were 10,201.
If coShvicted of a. criminal violation
Hubley said 70 to 80 percent of those when any of the
previously stated
arrested are by city and,town law conditions are broken,
you may
enforcement officials.
fined a minimum of 3504 be incarcerHubley 5its1 the number of deaths ated for a minimum of48 consecutiv
related to OUI is significantly lower ,hours and receive a 90-to 365-day• e
than the number in 1981. There were suspension of your
driver's license.
211 persons killed in alcohol-related "There is no defense for
OUI,"
accidents in 19811 compared with 166 Prosser said. -

'
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Statistics reveal 166 persons killed in alcohol-related accidents in 1982.
(Trao Turner photo)
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1 A trip for210BERMUDA-1-during March
— -as Hancock Hall&WelisComplex46,5e7d6,
"BERMUDA TRIANGLE in concert
Sat. Jan.29Th WELLS CAFE, AT 47-._
Tickets 2.00advance,2.50at the-door-in0,91* cluded in raffle automatic
or raffle
6w-t-i‘
r
x)tvk wok) tickets at.50ea or 3k/
aAA. tk liAqPit Tropical dress ENCOURAGED?
kw.th 39m./
7..•••
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-They are a group of musicians dedicated to bringing good times
and happiness
their aUd)ences.:.

8ermuda Triangle .is a "rollicking rock and bluegrass band" [New York
-News Worldl-who berforms an UttUSt.i81 blend of original. and familiar material
Bermuda Triangle has played.numerous clubs--in Novr-Yor‘k City, on
local
television, as well as with such groups as Seals and Croft, Billy Joel,
The Dave•.
:Bromberg Band, The Dirt Band, and-Hary Chapin.
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Ititiging5
EXHIBITION
AND SALE of
FINE ART REPRODUCTIONS
_

_

NEW THIS YEAR:

. . ........

•CLASSIC PHOTOGRAPHS
ADAMS, CUNNINGHAM,
and more.

_

-

/-

z

•

FEATURING:

DATE:

Feb. 2-3

Old Masters,

Impressionists, The Group of

TIMEi - 9AM-5PM

Seven, Woodland Indian and
'Oriental Art, O'Keeffe,

PLACE:Memorial Union, British Kuseum and
FFA Room

•

-

-

Exhibition Posters,Zschers,

-

-

-•..

Curtis, Rockwell, and others.
-

•

...

•

-

•-

_

_vs

•

PRICES
MOST LARGF PRINTS

$3.00 ea or 3 for $8.00

OVER 700
DIFFERENT IMAGES

MOST SMALL PRINT5,

$2.00 ea or 3 for $5.00
_
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Inside Out

Editor

-Demon alchohol
Oh-thou demon alcohol, weekends le'
am consumed by thee. in fact, you
have given me such strange dreams,
tfunterThom_ _pson.would shudder
-7Last weekend I drank • .
unconscious, la.my dream_ I drove my
car into the void (that which- is
unknown).. _It was so- utteAy dark, L
could not see my hand in front of my
The car traveled like it kad
mind of its own = as if some outside
I force were crifecting me toward fete.
Aheacfrsaw headlights that were so
bright in the black emptiness, they
r looked like- miniature-stars. -My ear
stopped and to my left I saw a sm
-•

Leidi allot% to be sure. receive an odd assortment Resulution One. But since the death Otthet-isilL,
-;•`-7-ofmiii--- angry letters from constituents; newsletters
Kennedy has had little to say about the possibility of
,7 and press releasesfrom off-beat special interest
decriminalization.
groups; even-letters from people claiming to be God.
What is truly disconcerting is the Reagan But 50meinbers of the-Maine State Legislitufiwilladniinistrations current fervor-Rir enTo7Cing fecTerar
likely have to wan quite a white before receiving any marijuana legislation. While blatently ighnring,
correspondence more unusual than the letters they
popular environmental regulations, the president
I entered and saw seyeral pôle
opened Wednesday.
_ managed to find morie than $100 million from alight
aliout the.-room drinki
scattered
•.
The lucky 50 were mailed photocopies Of aletter of
budget to further the fight against-inariivana
various kitid-s-of beer - Miller, Bud,
introduction and-what was believed to be a joint of
importation from South America-alight many
Heineken Aid Coors. All those years
ate's finest homegrown marijuana from the
.-------theit
_
Americans seem to feel unnecessary. Reagan has also'
Maine Marijuana Growers Association. Thejoints
of vicious subliminal advertising had
diverted Military radar and reconnaissance-units to
• paid off. My dream was a mad beet
were later found to contain nd canniblvand the.
keep watch for the smugglers further increasing the
advertisement spurred by the devil
incident may well be passed off as no more
total cost-Of what wiltlikely be proven a losing battle.
himself. .1 said to myself, "Oh man
than a prank perpetrated-by someone With-an-The simple truth of the matter is that even if
can't take this stuff. I have to get the
adventurous sense of humor.
Reagan's task force succeeds in stemming the flow of
hell out nowt!"
.
However.-The letter does have significance for it
imported marijuana, growing_dornestic production
was-apparently prompted by the news-that a bill
As-I-left
cabin.
the
I
two old
saw
will pick-up the slack.
- .
— ladies with shawls wrapped around
_which would reinsititute criminal penalties for
This increase in American-grown marijuana has,
their heads. There was a brown bag
posession of small amounts of marijuana in Maine
been documented time and again by_ various-law--- on
the table. It tmellect- like cookies
has been dralleaand will soon,be sentte-ilegislatiii
enforcement agencies and shows just how well. • ••-•Were
committee for consideration.
so I snafehed the bag-Off_
sentrenched the drug has become in today's society.
the table savagely and walked out the
Those Maine residents who supported the
Many Americans still do not approve of marijuana
door. The old women wailed in horror
legislature's decriminalization of simple possession
'use, butthey tacitly accept it-as past generations.
.as if I had killed their' grandchildren. I
of marijuana several years ago have little to worry-•_:_7-____ -accepted the folly of Prohibition; It seems
absurd .
• about. The proposal is the brainchild of a single, very'
laughed sadistically, ripped open the
therefore to assume they approve of the president
--conservative representative and reportedly will get no
bag_ and gulped down the cookies. squanderingscarce federal funds to "protect" them
As-I approached my car, two dwarf
farther than the committee hearing room.
_ from the national vice.
elves with tiny pick axes were beating _
On the other hand, there is little chance any action
_ _ „_Both_Reagan and state law enforcement officials
on my Super Beetle, foolishly gigglingto further loosen marijuana legislation will be taken
frOulttcome to grips-with this realization and heed
with delight. I said, "Look guys, this
up in this session, or foritiany to come. This is not
- the words of the soon-to-be legendary Maine
is -my--ear. What the hell are you
.unique to Maine; most other state legislatures-and
Marijuana Growers Assoc
10n.-WT
doing?"
the people they represent-are content to accept
• "Stop wasting Maine resoincei-on prohibitive
. The slier-ter of-the two, I.think hisstatus quo. A poll published in Newsweek last fall , enforcement. Put an end to the
paternalistic
"verified this tkiint as Well as-re‘;eating-that fewer
name was Ralph because he had his
intrusion into life, liberty and the pursuit of
teenagers are taking up the marijuana practice.
name
painted on his\leather cone hat,
-happiness."
- t-•
Our representatives in Washington have also lost
spit at me. The, other one growled
T.:whatever initiative-they once had for sponsoringmenacingly and attacked my ankle,
federal decriminalization of marijuana possession.
gnawing enithe Nine. barely kicked
, him in the head eight-ortimes
:Sen. Edward Kennedy once saw fit to include such a
-I
andproposal in his fabled, though ill-fated, Senate
.---tie
1r
started crying. "I'm,sorry," I Said,
but he didn't believe me and ran
away.
SENDING US JOINTS 10
The next thing I remember, I was,
/%441L, HA! ri-fou614T
thinking how nice it Would be if people
n4E11 COW-13 GE r isro
AIIDY,
could have another face On the back of
their heads. 'Trg=wiy, if you were
. tsioi<E ONE AD -GE
with two people, one you liked the
other you despised,-one face could
smile at the friend while the other
stuck its tongue out at the en y.
C,
Just think, you could hav, two
0
conversations at the same me and
the brain could- leatiastria of everything. --•
#14
Soon,-4--was'-back
-the- planet
Trafalmador (from the Irsnolit
ter House Five") making passionate
tO'•
love to Montana Wildhack_ The sex
//
Vas OK, hut'during the act, a deep
voice repeated,"Are you mating?",Of
course you realize-all fratalmadorians
-are In the fourth dimension. , They're
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Ed Manzi is_a junior journalism major
from Acton. Me.
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.Such human costs are only
of this problem. There
also exists the additional costs
of maintaining campus
facilities -while out-of-state
students -occupy dorms.
Furthermore, extra security
measures must be taken
because __students are either
around •for-lextended periods
,oftiine or their possessions are
more vulnerable because there..::
are twice as many vacations
part
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Editor:

-

To the Editor:
Team" deserves to be
one? After sweeping Vermont
I have two things to bring to embarrassed irr every game.
last weekend, the basketball
your attention. First, thank
That brings me to my
team has an excellent chance
you, Steve Bullard, for your Second point. Why, oh why
to get a home court advantage
cornMentary on the Dallas did the hockey team (3-16
for the upcoming playoffs.
.Cowboys: 1, too, despise overall) get an above the
Everyone knows the hockey
:-anything to do with Dallas ()I banner" front page story in
team has no chance to make
Texas in general--especially Tuesday's paper when they
the playoffs. I agree it should
the Cowboys and --cowboy lost? Especially_when in the
. be a front page story when
hats. They are no_dotibt
same day's' paperAheretwas no---they WinT
good team, but any team that .less than five_ stones about _ Grudgingly yours in sports,
has the audacity to call teams that Won? Why not put_
Ben Gross
themselves "America's the basketball team On page
Orono

Asa UMO visitor. I was
quite surprised to learn this
university is proposing a
calendar with a split holiday.
'As a student at Brown
University, which had.a split
vacation up untiLthiS_ y'ear I I
driaded _exarris immediately
following my winter vacation.
For ale past three years, I have
taken book$ home • for
Christmas, hoping -to study,
Although I am glad to visit
but ultimately finding stuch-ii-mail impossible in a festive Allis campus during Brown's
holiday atmosphere. The last intercession, r am pftased tp
few days of vacation were -know that Brown has
reformed its calendar so that
spent dreading the exams that
obscured the fond memories next year the winter vaeation_L_
of holidays.
Returning to ' will belonger and free of any
campus felt like a rude pre-finals anxiety.-- my
awakening from a pleasant experience with the splitwinter vacation precludes any
dream.
The agony and the ecstasy - appreciation of UMO's
characterize the end of the fall _ moposal for a calendar that
- term wreak havoc on emotions
BrOwn gladly destroyed just
_ ancl- -academic performance— -last year. -alike;as fink is spent worrying
about exams or re-adjustment
to academies- aftcr an all too
William Heaton
brief vacation.
Brown University

Commentary

-

-4 _

-

Ben Alexander

Truth or Consequences

_
_

A receni coi um n.,(Campus,1/25/831 Litle"
White Lies from the Soviets," is a.model of a type
of journalism to which I take exception. The facts put forth are probalby true-atid the
.values associated with the issue are quite sound.
Yes, the Soviets have been caught with a lot of
stpoking guns. Yes, the leadership of that country
has,a consistent history of being untrustworthy to
the United States.
Yes, the brutalities and
oppressions committed on Russian soil far exceed
any found here. And indeed, the arms race is at
such a delicate point that "until the Soviets prove
themselves trustworthy, the price will remain
higher than any of us can bear."
These statements are not novel or unfamiliar.
They recite ---intacr the traditional apple-pie
Conservative party line:
facts and values
jingoistically stacked up, mostly (perhaps totally)
truths, yet configurated to amount to a deadly lie.
While stating truths, the writer neglects to

mention that the Soviet Union, like any othet
nation no matter-how corrupt and vicious, is-in a
position which no Politburo member can stand up
and reverse. Conservative analysts and President
Reagan- think the Soviet Union should suddenly
repent its sins, yank the troops out of Afghanistan
and snip the wires of iti-assoited long- and
medium-range-toys. Of course they "should!"
They "Should" also start being truthful about all
their operations. But are we asking something
which is within their capability? Is it within ours?
I have been poo-pboed by my friends for saying
the United States owes some apologies for
mistakes it has made: the CIA's establishment of
SAVAK in Iran, the early 1960's CIA attempts to
assassinate Fidel Castro, the ordeals of
McCarthyism and Blacklisting and. other
incidents,•,`IsIo," my comrades Say. "That would
be admitting defeat. We've got to preserve our
pride or there goes our national security." Yet,

.4Ativeseerzow

we seem to have no qualms _about asking for
contritio and humility on the part of our enemies.
It seems....1.0_ me that any simplistic look at
US/Soviet conflicts, painting a spotless robe o one and red horns on the other, is an unrealistic
and paralyzing approach to a vital problem. If we
are going to sit on our white horse with a halo of
complacency and a sword of accusation, we really
won't be making any headway at all. If we justify
ourselves as always acting by necessity and truth,
and the Soviets by free choice and mischief, we are
working with a model that violates all the laws bf
human hature, ignores overwhelming perspectives
of realism, and makes impossible any attempts to
avert a total confrontation.
--

-T7_7777--

Ben Alexander is a junior history major from
Lttteltort, N.H., intersted— in --exploring
international relations and political extremist
pattern.
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JACK! WHAT ARE
WU POING IN MY
HANA!
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The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the.
editor. Letters should be 300 words or less and
include.. a name. aid- telephone number.
Anonymous and open letters are welcome, but
names *will be withheld from publication only
under special circumstances. The Maine Campus
reillrves the right to edNetters for length, taste
and libel.
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SEX! Fenton wants it! Falstaff wants
it! Everyone wants it! Come see if we can
get it. Don't miss Falstaff!
-G. Verdi

Ms. Utchins,
You lush. Let's do billing on Monday.
As if you don't work enough!
Ms. Omer

LambchopsLet's work on our scrapbook,- puzzel
and the tunnel between Lord and Aubert
this weekend.
I love you,
Angel

Robin,
Stop changing!!
hove ya,
Chubba

Dave Sly—
'
If you knew how. much your abundant
talents were appreciated - you'd be
blushing right
—Thanks—
-

Barb, Barb, Barb, Barb, Barbara Arm—
Don't worry, I'll get you that "I am
white" t-shirt before you go home and hit
all the class places like the Max. Have a
great time while Mom and Dad are in
sunny.Jamaica.
Sandy 1—
ICS good to have you back. You and Ed
can use my bed anytime.. Don't be shy.
Josee—
Try hard not to be
Have a crisis!

54

so damned useless!

Till—
Are we not pens?....Well?
—N

•

-

-

4
.111.11er%
-

To Club 52—
Lisa, thanx for sleeping with me. Lisa,
than* for-eating with me. Heather. thanz.— for volunteering to sleep with me. Ruth, -thaw( for volunteering to shower with
me. Naomi, you're the,greatest. To the
two new ones, be patient, you'll get your
chance.
• • -"•,;1411r. Briefcase
To Barb and Tony—
Here's to the end of the fast. Don't eat
all the food while I'm gone.
—Graze\
Cat h,
Thank you for showing me what true
love is all about. We have shared so much
together and I know that there will be
many more special times. I love you very,
very much and I know in my heart that
we'll always be together.
My love forever,
Mark

•

Honeybuni;
Thanx for the post year together. It's
been the best year of my life.
Love you always,
Your.0socolate Lover\

—

Hey Matt,
How's your mother's Aunt? Is she
spanking ter _ monkey? . Hey! It's the
principle of the thing! But, what can you
do. Blacky! You move like a firehose.
Let's get zippy and got Africa!
Clare Irving
Melinda Steinberg

.1••`
.-

-

NIVERSrTY
CINE
AVE.
MAS'-OLO TOWN
Doily 7 00-4 15

,

-is

827-N8.50
Sot a Sun Matinew at 2
his way to becoming a man
Ilse man Is cis his way to becoming a legend

The boy is on

To L.L.S.
As I sail the Moody, Blue sea, Forget
not the refrain,
-MyLady, and
remember me.
R.S.R.; Alais RB.P. EXES \
• 7'1
Welcome Bosvpinnies,
The feathers look great!
We love you,.
The sistemand pledges of Chi Omega.
High you Guys.
Frump, Slipshod, lewdly, Puck and
poke! We need a reunion!(SOON)
Love ya all
_
Doxy

Son-of-Stretch,
I need to feel special, that no one else
will do... Silence breeds fear in trly
heart... 3 months, 13 special days!
•
Love always,
Daddy's little girl
300 lbs. Of ,quivering flesh involved in
torrid menage a-. nes!. What a scandal,
what an outrage.
-Falstaff
iiTThMcohol Dogs Fire8 mos., 21 days is a long time. (But
- who's counting?). We said it Thursday, I
really mean it. It's hard. I hate this. Let
me know what now.
didn't like
September.
• _ -.•
r.ove,jrciu know who.
OPENINGS
FOR
AMBITIOUS
PEOPLE. Part-time or -full time. Go&I
income. No experience necessary.. Phone
827-6881 Monday Jan. 31: 3-5 p.m.

Happy Birthday "Burry." l'rriitist_as
crazy about you now aslwaS the first d`
I met you.
_Love
Peter
.
__ __
•
Hey Captain, .
What's the story out there in space
*seam me in.
N..
C.L.P.
• Thanks for the "navel" disaster you
caused during my JB 156 class. I had a
. hard time stomaching it, but- I was
immensely amused. So; Wherl's. your
birthday???

4

Falstaff sniffs dirty undies in public!.
Opens Feb. 4 in Hauck.

Beth,
Be thinking of you Friday night. Can't
wait to be with you Saturday high, 4th
year all theway-.----Love Rick
Janice, _
It's been a wild week, but the next one
will be better because you're back.
Welcome Home.
Love Marc

Ford,
You're so dashing and handsome that
desire to see you alone when Falstaff is
done.
-A haunting spirit
To Stub, Howard, Gerry, Jonny Most,
and Jonny C. Home,
Remember?... Breakfast in _Bed,
Housekeeping, Tang, Vodka, Whiskey,
Schnapps, Beer, Trivia, Buzzers, the
"Box Trot", Couch Covers, Jokes in the
Closet and Under the Sink, Kegs, 50
degree porch party, Birthday Party,
Snores, Football, Talking to the Fire,
Wetwood, Candles, Omlets, Pizza, Beer- basted hotdogs, Bonfires, Champagne,
Hors d'oeuvres, Ties, Hats, Sunglass
Buttons, Balloons, Cake, Banjos, Horns,
Piano, Floozies, and...Units! Thanks for
a terrific break!
-Ralph and Company

Fat, Rusted Knight seeks, demented
doctor, 2 lovers in the throes of puberty
and collection of assorted fairies.
-Falstaff
Kratrina (alias) Kristina:
The girl we met at Sigma Nu- We know-you don't live in Boston anymore. We -7.
the boys from OAL want to take you icefishing; We'll bring our own foci.
•
Love,
Lou and Bryon

ALTEC LANSING

AKAI

Santana II Spiket System
Floor standing vented speaker system vnth 12' woofer. 5' cone tweeter Features hand rubbed oiled wal
nut cabinet with composition slate top. removable

$351.95

14b,
Eastwood

•••

•

44.10n4 4•••, von. Poet

The other side ei
World War B.

Friday-6 45 a 9
Saturday .2 6 45 5 9
Sunday 7 30 only
n▪ cruags mum/

atousticalty transparent btack knit fabric grille. Frequency response 40-20.000 Hz ±5 ifb: crossover
2.5 kHz: power range 12 to 150W: long-term maximum output 107.5-d8 SPL at 45 W: impedance a
ohms, 25%7H x
x I 6'D
$330

$262.47

*

Scott,
Are you awake? Off-campus students
live for phone calls.
Karen
Susan Marie,
Happy birthday gorgeous! Get ready
for a great Saturday night.
Love,
Steve
54,
Fentons
- wilts •
I look-forward to dancing
-you in Falstaff, and maybe we can dance after
Falstafftoo.
_
The Swing Girl
Prince Charming,
Yes, my heart is yours! I love yyu!
Thanks for all yor have taught'ine;the
flowers, and the morning and afternoon
rendezvouses. Here's to an unforgetable
Weekend.
All my lour;
Wonderful
•

Marc,
I've lost- my bel fess... help me find it!
WA somewhere in the blue-grey house.
Happy Hour??.???

y-

GPFHappy 20th to my favorite guy. Thank,
for making the past 3 years the best. Love
you "heeps".
a
Always, YLG
Felix,
1 want to "wump" you because you're
warm and talk babytalk to me. Have-your
bed made tonight.
• Love, Cunning

"EVI

consich

chance
snow,'
for the

Hey, Alexis are you going to be a good
brother and see me in Falstaff? Stop hv
sometime.
-Xenia
Bamboo Kid-'
You're incredible. Can we get together
and laugh over some Coca-cola and
Ricearoni? Some fun!
Love,
The Riceman
D. Linscott: .
Beware! It's my turn.
-Z
Prince Charming,
Ridicule is nothing to be scared of!
Don't you ever stop being dandy, showing
me you're handsome No one _ can voodoo
--the Voodoo that you doolo to me.
-L.B.
To my dahlin';
-Thanks for-being you!
-R.B.M.

•

Hey
Hope you have a great time at Squaw.
Don't let life get ya down and watch out
for the cow-flaps
Lunch Monday?

ATI30E Phone Cartridge "
Output 5.0 mV at 5 cm/sec: frequency range 1930,000'
,Cfass.II tolerance: channel
balance/separation 0.75/30 dB at 1 kHz. tracking
force 0.8:1.8 g. 0.2 x 0 7-mull3iRachal nude mounted diamond stylus: Vector-Aligned dual magnet, paretoroidal ectil; replacement stylus ATN130E
($50)
120

$4.00
'TECHNICS

St.-QLI Linear-Tracking Turntable
Quartz directcfnve 33*/,- and 45-rpm turntable with linear tracking tonearm Features fully automatic op- _
eration. high-performance plug-in MM cartrdige.
Lief override, tonearrd position scale with LED mthector Wow and flutter 0.012% wrms; ramble 78 dB
DIN 8. cartlidge output 2.5 mV at 1 kHz, 5 cm/sec.
frequency response 20.35,000 Hz ±3 dB. separation >22 dB at 1 kHz, effective moving mass 0 29
rig; 16"/,.'W
13"/„-W x 3./,•*1-r, 16.3 lb $470
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Hi University Singers, Inhabitors of
; Estabrooke 2-North, Tom, Vicki, Greg,
Juli, Barb, Jon, Jan, Frank, Dave, Irv-and all my friends. Hope you had a good
break. Welcome to a new semester. Let's
Make it the best!
.
-"Captain" Jesse

, $271.95
Also available:
<0.7%
Technics SA210 25 watt
75
$4g.50 Digital Receiver
AP-8110 Semiautomatic Turntable
$176.86
Belt-driven semiautomatic turntable with autorrIgitie
tonearm return Features 4.pOle synchronous inotar,
BSR 8" 2-way speakers
straight tonearm with anliskate control. removataw$76.75/pair
headshell, front-panel controls, detachable dust co,
CW-loweesonance compound base Wow and
flutter
MICHAELS ELECTRONICS
005%. JtS, rumble 65 dB. DISI-0 .
$100
/
945-6922
$76.75
7--
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AUDIO-TECHNICA

AA-R42 AtA/FIA-Stered Receiver
.. Stereo 'receiver with Zero Drive Circuit, moving-coil
-(MC)cartridge capability. Features de serve- ansPlitter:
sirbsonic tater, 12-segment fluorescent power roe"'AV'. dips; quartz synthesized tuning, single-screen
fluorescent display for all functions. 20 Presets. auto.
scanning aapabitity: random-access tuning acoustic
memory; automatic fader; tape dubbing. Output power 60 W/channet minimum rms into 8 ohms, 20.
20.000 Hz at 0 008%.7H0.„.,....zr.----. $430
GX-F66RC Stereo Cassette Deck
Cornputer•controlled auto reverse stereo cassette
deck with Dolby B and C nofse-rectuchnn systems.
Features automatic reverse in record, play, -hock-reverse mechanism, automatic play. continuous Play,
random program search, blank search. IntroiScan.
automatic tape selector, twin field Super GX heed:
automatic _record mute. 16-segment bargraph meters. electronic digital tape counter Wow and flutter
0035% wrms, frequency response 20-19,000
Hz
dB wok,- -met* -tape, VN 460 no
Nft/DOlbi
8/Dolby C 60/70/80 dB with metai tape: distortion

so est king that it is irresistible ."

-

Martha hunneeTwenty only comes once so live it uponly the best for you, right? I tried to get
J.C. for your present but no luck.will this
do? There's alot more to come-your best
birthday ever!!!
Linda -

Sid, We miss ya baby!Story? Memorial Dance. What kind?
iteck and Roll Beach Party. Be There,
Aloha!,
-Fan Club
_

and

"A MASTERPIECE
•

To Steph B. Rernsofter,
Chewey
Fish, VC's, Stop Smokers! M & M's,
ordering out, Bah 8t Mitter, word your
slurs, BCC... Jail, "Is this your CDpilot?", Tracey the
Louder than C
F, Parties, Protein Packs. This was just
a rough coffee. Sianera F.Y.A.

- Oh my charming Sir John:
I hope you will afFORD me the honor
of accompanying me to next week's opera
production. After reading PAGE after
PAGE of your love letter, if you don't
buy our tickets QUICKLY I may get
desperate with my PISTOL!
-Pixie

Akin
(
'
- ins
Eastwood

'

,Dear Semi-Egotistical P.M.
Watch that growing self adoration. !!!

To K.B. in 124 Andro:
I would like the honor of Making your
acquaintance.
Signed,
M.D.S.

Honicgtonk
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****** WeekendSports ******

e

WOMEN'S SKI CLUB-The WOMEN'S SWIMMING-It will
women's ski club kicked off their ' be tough to match the excitement
483 seixont- with a sixth place
nith_eii meet &week ago when the
filiish. at
the
Bowdoin
women swimmers narrowly
Invitational Ski Meet held at
defeated Dartmouth
Sunday River Ski Area in Bethel;
Wallace Pool. This Saturday the
Maine,last Fiidayatrd Saturday. The meet was won by Keene
State College of New Hampshire
— and was attended by several -aother schools including Colby
•
Sawyer College, Lyndon -State'College, Johnson State-.College, - Colby College, St. Michaels —
_
College and tW..
.,host school,
Bowdoin.
, Club President Wendi Tvlre
said she was pleased, with.:
everyone's performance considering the lack of snow locally
for training.
"Everyone did really well
considering we haven't had a
chance to practice much on
snow," she said and she looks
for the team to -improve when it
travels to Crotched Mountain in
New Hampshire yesterday and
today for its second meet._
Becky Eater paced the Mains
women with a 12th place finish
in a field of 30 in the six-kilometer cross-country race.
Moore and Kathy Martin finished 16th and 23 respectively.
The cross-country relay team
of Eater-, Moore and Kelly
Goddard place fourth on the
three kilometer trail.
.
`----'.:----The alpine team entered their
_ races vith---ttlVdisadvanAlge of
norhaving practiced even once
team travels across our Northern
•on snow. However, Cicidard
border into Canada where it will
finished 14th and•Ceci (Antall,
eompete‘in
a tri-meet with Acadia
17th in - a field of 47 in the
and
Dalhousie
\University. Jeff
slalom event. ---Ohmar also
Wren's
squad
has
an excellent
finished 25th in _the _ giant
chance of adding a. couple more
- 'slalom.
wins to its 5-3 record.

t

-STYLISH RANCH

SWIMMING--They rank
as one of the campuses stronger
teams but-the men's swim team
-will definitely be tested Friday at
-.Temple and-then again Saturday at LaSalle. LaSalle is one-of the
,

I.

MEN'S TRACK--The sixth
consecutive State Meet Title will
be on the minds of 'Ed Styrna's
squad when they-travel to Bates
Saturday.
Depleted
by
graduation, academic problems_L_
iiiitirterT,IfervfailieTeam isn't as strong asin years pastbut they are still.,the favorite to win -10e
meet since they-- have already.
beaten Colby and Bowdoin in.
dual meets earlier this senson.-. Bates is, -the-team- --that most concerns Styrna but they lost last
weekend to -Vermont, a team
......
. —
Maine has neverlostto. The meet Ain- feature a- 1,- remaieh of a race run two Vieelis •----1-...- ---,ago in the two-mile with Maine's
\,_
Gerry Clapper and Colby's Rob
Edson. Styrna will make no
predictions about the race but de
..cridsay,"Someone's going to run
one heck of a race down there.
and get bear'
Styrna said Colby's Todd
Coffin rrigy double up and run
7
both the mile and two mile. "If
they want to win the meet (Colby):
then he'll double," he said.
A key distance runner for the
Bears, Ken Letourneau, is
--doubtful because ora Wrist iffjufy
he suffered in a collision on the
track.
_
—

_

-

-

top teams in t1 East every year
including a secona,place finish in
Eastern ‘
. „„Seaboard
-the
Championships last year. Maine
is on a roll, having %vim 'nine
straight and 10 out of 11 oxerall.

WRESTLING--Alting with the
- trackmen, Saturday --brings the
State Meet for the wrestlers-and
they'll be one of the favorites to
„capture the crown.
prte last Monday's loss to powerful
Plymouth State 29-13, there•were
some bright spots which • lend
hope for better fortunes this
weekend for the 6-5 Bears.Captain Arvid Cullenburg
continues to have a fine season.

Hockey-- p.
- Aromen's Basketball-- _ pg.10
-----Thsri-e:Baiketball-- pg. 16.

. -.gemt-•

i*
-,
46 1.41
P47.

-

\
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120
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Satisfy your desire to purchase a spacious 3 bedroom family home that
has eye appeal and situated on a dead-end street. This Old Town ranch
features new carpeting throughout, maintenance-free vinyl siding, living
room with heatalator fireplace, carpeted family room in the basement, 2
baths. Well landscaped lot with apple trees in backyard, attached 2 car
garage. Asking $70,000.00.
Eves/wknds: Helen Buzzet1 8.27.3433, Beverly Antonitis 866-2576, John.
DeGaribody 821-3619, Rose french 1-943-2688, Paula Page,827-5479, Lois
Soule 866-4060:

I'm aceing anthrpj3olog1cal concepts,
making-Olean-staff conference basketball team,t have a new sportscar
- and my mother just made
the best-dressed list.
Why am I not
scoring with
lady-type
persons?
404

Do you have
Rumple Minze
in your
freezer?

,

BRADFORD
ORONO 866-5571
toll free 1-800-452-8783, Ext. F664
REALTOR
out of State 1-860-341-8720, Ext. F664

imported by WV Elliott Co Sole U.S Agent.
New Britain. CT USA 100 Proof Peppermint Schnaaps
Enjoy in moderation

4 s..
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Hosting UMF, Northeastern

Hoopsters look to end ski
r—

hy Ken Waltz Itaff Writer

_

-to get:baontheWlflfliflg
track after a discouraging double
overtime toss to the University Of
Southern Maine and an embarrasing 32
point defeat to Rhode. Island last
weekend, the women's basketball team
Will be at. the Pit for two games this
weekend.
. But. the way to do that may not be
---the)T-face the4Jiiiversity of
easY7.as
Maine at Farmington -Friday- night, ateam that is coming off a--59-48win
"
rah'.
— ON-erTJSM
_ Wednesday
_ The test may get eve tou_gher
as the Bear square off
- Saturday
_
-ogainst Northeast5xfi University.
Northeastern, a
m With a verydemanding sc _ __Oaying against
the likes o _ racuse, St. John's and
Bostop allege, fecentlY7dife.ated the
Unirtsity of New Hampshire by one
point.
Farmington,a .much improved team
from a year ago, will rely heavily on
the inside game of 6,1" center Jan
Brinkman. The Beavers are currently
9-1 and Black Bear coach Eilene Fox
--feels they will come•right at the Bears
tonight. "We're going-to have to piay manto-man," said Fox. "We have to keep
Brinkman away from the basketball."
The Bears, who are severly injury -fiddled with the -loss of Annie Allen,
Cathy Nasos(49) leads the Bears in
(stress -fractures in both calves) and
scoring with 12.6 points a game.
Mary Walker (tendenitis in her ankle),
(Ferazzi photo)
T
also have center Emily Ellis in a 24Julie Treadwells drives against ex-Bear Barb
hout cast for a sprained ankle. Fox game.
Miltney-4W10 Ia. last
Saturday the Bears will face what
Saturday's action.(Ferazzi photo)
says shc expects Ellis ready for Friday's
Fox says is "very big" Ntrrtheastern
team.They will bring a very talented
group of Women north led by 6'4"
center Ellen Soja and 7'9" forward
----Kym Cameron,
.
Although Fox plans to stick to her
switching- 'defensesi against
a
"physically strong" Northeastern
team, she said she will use "more zone
on Saturday" to try to negate the
height advantage rfOrtheasteh—tnjoys'.
Friday's contest will start at 7-p.m.
Saturday's. garne will start at

SlI
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Bears are currently 4-9 on the
season.

--ViANtrept-Alr
-Cassettes
-Records
-8 Track Tapes _

f

_

_

SAM'S MUSIC PLACE
30 Main St., 947-6340
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Mor
Center
Tue!
DrUmr
Union

roti

T1

.Become a part of atreatment/ .
research-program designed tofielP
II you understand and cope with
feelings of tension, worry and
anxiety'. The program will involve
m six individual hourly sessions and
.will be scheduled at your
•
—
conve-nie-rice_All_sessionsand
__ _
research materials are strictly
confidential. There is nO charge for
IA this selvice. Cpntact: Joyce Stein
( 392)at the Counseling Center or
session
set-up
it thae.3
60m
yihec
reitrv
naute intake
R kein
this
„snore-than once? Why not call us
4 today?
l•

Leaves from rear of Memorial Unitin a:19 AM, Mon-Sat; 6:25 PM Daily
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musical instruments and accessories-,any age or condition.

(ANYTIME!
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Bears in
game.

face what
rtheastern
y talented
by 6'4"
' forward
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egate the•h enjoys.
at 7 p.m.
I start at
-9 on the

Takla' a break...but Peter Maher and the rest of the hockey team will ihost Yale Saturday atAlfoid.(Ferazzi photo)
. —
By Rich Garven
The Bulldogs are led in scoring by
Sawkins, and Bill Thurston and Dave
the Bears' offense.
Staff Writer
semor wing Bob Brooke who has seven 'Tewksbury. Al! but Sawkins are
Maine coach Jack Semler said it will
The Yale Bulldogs will put a three goals and 16 assists for 23 points in 16
seniors.
should getthe
game winning streak on the line when
games. Brooke is ranked 17th overall
starting..nod from coach Tim Taylor. take a big effort once again if the Bears
+they invade Alfond Arena tomorrow in ECAC scoring. Other leading
Tortorella has played in nine games for expect to---win. "This game will beno ---------- —
different than any of the others in the
night to play the Maine Black-Bears,
scorers are Mark,Crerar(9-9-18), Dave
the Bulldogs and has a 3.80 goals
past few weeks," Semler said. We're
Yale, 9-7 overall and 7-4 in the -Ivy
Wiliams(74-15), Morrie Tobin(5-9-- against average. He has stopped 173
League, have beaten Vermont, Boston._ _ 14), Bob. .1,41gan(9442). and Andy.----shots'-for a save percentage - of ,868.' going to have to come out fast and-play
--hard the whole game.
College and Dartmouthlo put together
Deiss(5-6-1I). Deiss is a freshman from
Yale has given up only 56 goals on
"I'm concerned with thesuccess of
their modest winning streak. The
Salt Lake City, Utah. All six of the ,the year, which ranks fourth among all
our power play, especially with the way
Bulldogs are tied for sixth'overall ,with
top leading Scorers for Yale are ---ECAC schools. The Bulldogs have also
Yale kills off penalties. We have been
RN in the ECAC. Mail* is 3-17
wingers. given up,only 11 power play goals in 70
coming on in the last nine games
overall and 1-13 in the ECAC. The
-The defense is led by the
attempts this seasort.157). so their
though and that's a good sign. Bears have lost three games in a row.
combinations a Bill Nicholvand Freer
defense could cauSe some problems for

Our Lady of-Wisdom Parish

Newman Center
14 College Ave..

IGHTKS-CAN'T
HELP-WNW FLUNK TU

The Catholic Parish on Campus

Weekend Liturgies
Sat: 6:15 p.m.
Sun:
a.m., 11:15 a.m. (at
Englisli/Na h EtuAsling).. 6:15 p.m.

Daily Liturgies
Mort_&__Thur_g_4:30 p.m. at the
Center. Tues & Wed: 12:10 p.m. in the
Drum'mond Chapel in the Memorial
Union •
come and celebrate with us
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Enjoy Super BowlSunday
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Sandwich Menu

Napoli Pizza

_MADE WITH FRESH DOUGH

PLEASE ORDER BY NUMBER
With the exception of418 thru #31 PRINAPOLI Sandwiches come with tomatoes, onions, green peppers,
lettuce, pickles, salt, peppers, and our specially seasoned oil. If you would like mustarsi, mayonnaise or
ketchup or want anything left out, please specify.

NEW -AT NAPOLI

THE MEATBALL PIZZA

L

You now can have chunks of our special meatballs
topped on your pizza.
Small
Med.
Large
Extra Large
-2.60
4.10
4.85
545
EXTRAS

For Double Crust Add... .50 .75
Itpms - Each
50 50

-

MOZZARELLA
MUSHROOMS
SALAMI
SAUSAGE
PEPPERONI
HAMBURGER
HAM
". ONION
-='
- -----ISREEN PEPPERSBLACK OLIVES
BACON
ANCHOVIES
"GARLIC & OIL
HAWAIIAN (Ha and
Pineapple) .
ANY 2 IT

PIZZA

NAP•LI SPECIAL,M hrooms, Salami,
ausage)
•

Sm.
10"
2.10
2.60
2.60
2.60
2.60
2.60
2.60
2.60
2.60
2.60
2.60
2.60
2.60

OUR Atli* IS TO PLEASE!

pizza with this

ALL-SA-NDWICHES BAKED ON REQUEST

-coupon

1.00

T. AMERICAN ITALIAN SANDWICH
.95 1.45
2.; HAM
1.35 . 1.95
3. HAM & SWISS
1.35 - 1.55
4. HAM & PROVOLONE
5. HAM & AMERICAN CHEESE
1..35 1.95
6. GENOA SALAMI (Italian)
' 1.35 1.95
7. GENOA & AMERICAN CHEESE
1.35 1.95
8. GENOA & SWISS
1.35 1.95
9. GENOA & PROVOLONE
1.35 1.95
10 AMERICAN CHEESE .
90 1.40
11. SWISS CHEESE
.90 1.40
12, PROVOLONE
.90 1.40
13. ROAST BEEF
1.70 2.45
14. TUNA SALAD
1.40 2.25
15. ALL MEAT COMBO (American
Salami, Ham, Genoa)
1.70 2.30
16. VEGETARIAN SPECIAL (American
Cheese, Swiss, Provolone, Mozzarella)1.55' 2.30
UMO NIGHTMARE (Ham, Genoa,
- American Salami, Swiss, Provolone,
& American Cheese - Everything
But the Che()
1.55 2.70
BLT ON ITALIAN ROLL
1.35 1.90
19. DAGWOOD ON SYRIAN BREAD
(Mayo, Lettuce, Tomato, Onions,
Bacon, Ham, Salami, Cheese)
20. MEATBALL (Baked with Cheese,
35C Extra)
1.35 2.05
21 MEATBALL & PEPPERS (Baked with
Cheese, 35C Extra)
1.50 2.25

75

Med. Lg.
14" 17"
3.60 4.45
4.10 4.85
4.10 4.85
4.10 4.85
4.10 4.85
4.10 4.85
4.10 4 85
4.10 4.05
4.10 4.85
4.10 4.85
4.10 4.85
4.10 4.85
4.10 4.85

Extra
Lg.
19" _
4.95
5.45
5.45
5.45
5.45
5.45
5.45
5.45
5.45
5.45
5.45
5.45
5.45

Good
't ii
5-13-83

r
1V

-

Napoli Pizza

1
1
1

3.10 450 5.45 5J;15

1.00 OFF

3.10 4,60 5.45 5.95

Any 17" or 19"

pizza with this
coupon

3.60 5.10 5.95 6.45

VEGETARIAN SPECIAL
Onion, Green Peppers,
Mushrooms,,Black Olives) 4.10 5.60 6707.20
COMBINATION
Pepperoni, Hamburger
Mushroomi.Green
Peppers, Onions

Any 101'or 141'

Mo other coupon, please

1
Good
'til

5-13-83

4.60 6.10 7,45 7.95
U.

PIZZA A LA NAPOLETANO
Everything But The Chef
Mushrooms, Salami,
Sausage, Pepperoni,
Hamburgess. Green
Peppers, Onions
..... 5.60 6.85 8.70 9.15

CASH ONLYNO CHECKS

DELIVERY and TAKEOUT
SERVICE
154 Park Street
Orono
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TRY OUR SPECIAL BAKED SANDWICHES
22 SANDY'S SPECIAL (Ham, Swiss,
Provolone, Onion, Green Pepper)..
23 DEB S DELIGHT ("Vegie Special"
Topped with Mushrooms and Olives)
24 NITZA'S PIZZA (Mozzarella,
Pepperoni, Spaghetti Sauce
25 KERRY'S.-At.L AMERICAN (Mayo,
Lettuce, Swiss, American Cheese,
Roast Beef)
26. STEPH'S UMO (This is one for term
paper madness.) (Meatball & Peppess
Topped with Mozzarella and
_
Bacon Strips)
27 PAPA STEVE'S NO. 1 BIG BEEF
(Roast Beef, Mozzarella,, Provolone,
Spaghetti Sauce)
28. SAUSAGE (Baked with Cheese,
35t Extra)
29. SAUSAGE & PEPPERS (Baked
with Cheese 35C Extra)
30:'MEATBALLS & SAUSAGE (Baked
,with Cheese 35¢ Extra)
31. MEATBALLS & SAUSAGE
& PEPPERS (Baked with Cheese,
35C Extra)
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Ex-player speaks candidly about hockey's—violence
'1±z•
-'-- By Steve Bullard
Staff-Writer

drS,

aOr

.

__

' - • said.
Mulvey and it appears as
Semler said that college hocthough his NHL career is
key is still a rough -game.
finished.
Violence is not an innerem
especially since the addition of
Another example Herlan cited _
- part of the game of'hockey; but
facemasks a couple of years
is that of Dave Schultz, a former
is a ritual glamorized by proago. "Facemasks have made
defenseman for the Philadelphia
fessional leagues like the Nathe game more physical because
Flyers who *as kwown as the
tional Hockey League, James
the tendency before was for
"The Hammer" during his
Herlan, coordinator of Canadian
players to protect their eyes.
career. Schultz wrote a book
Canadian Studies, said to a
With ntoce,Protection, they are •about violence in hockey, "The-group of 20 students Tuesday.in
more willing to use their bodies
Rammer:
Confessions of a
a Dialogue on Rye discussion at
and there are more collisions as,
Hockey Enforce4::. in which he, the Memorial Union's Coe
a result".
said his team paid him 5121100 a
_
Lounge.
Herlan -s'aid-tre is 'still Opti:
'
-Year-simply
to_be
a
L.-Dialogue on
ib a iamb _
misttc about hockey/
1
2, future
the-awriels---- intimidate other players.
Ata-longas
time
discussion- period held
•
because of the _intkence Of
- "Why don't they eliminate. _
_
every other week at the- Coe- -- European hockey (the Russian
7 VioIencer- Herlan said. .:.Efe.;
Lounge and is sponsored by
national team wins-the majority
cause violence brings fans into
Focus. Herlan. a former high
think they can make
ofexhibition games it plays with
the arena. Crowds react to
school coach and,— amateur
- NHL squads while playing a
violence -as well as Oats, it's
.z i
hockey player, has discussed
finesse game) and Wayne
important to them to have the
violence in hock r at a
Gretzky.
crowd become part of the
- -7-7.•
Symposium on-Violence in
m\tmey offetolence,
-'Gretzky has proved himself
action.
North America held last year in
as probably the best player ever -4-Maine hockey coach Jack
--Tornnto.
In is sport, Rerlan said. "1-le
— Seniler said there is more
— ••,.---`-_,=- -- "Dirty play (fighting. wrest-isiotally dominating hockey by
• -violence in the -NHL -than in
ling, illegal use of sticks) is not
it will go on.'
bi--eaking 'every conceivable
DtVision I hockey, but said it
part a the game in high school,:
record; but-Vi-woretligh-L-He
-mutt be worse. 'Even though,
college and European hockey,"
simply skates away. Bid every_there is violence in the NHL.
Herlan said. "But violence
where he goes, his team fills
there is still an unwritten code .
suspended by the team and was
Sells, inclit is the object of the
and now owners are
arenas
do
players
not
that
do
shortly thereafter dropped down
certain
pros is to makemoney.:Asiong
seeing dollar signs and Saying,
thinis, such as spearing or using
!to the minor leagues.
as the owners think they can
'We can sell skill,' He is
sticks dangerously. _
The news received a_ great
make money off violence, it will
destroying that mythology about
"In any Sport, it always
deal Of coverage in newspapers'
_ go on."
violence."
_
depends on what is accepted
and sports magazines and emHerlan said fans seldom see
Herlan said he was not saying
and what is not. In ECAC
barrassed the NHL tremenfighting at the Alfend -Arena
hockey fights are rehearsed.
Division I Ifockey, the code is no
dously. However,' Mulvey was
—4—becausefighting rules-in-college
fighthig and 'Thar *h' "The fights- are spontaneous,
still 0
- tiiiiih-e
- -d-bkleing-drOpped
hockey , are strictly enforced.
but fightkng is part _ of the
don't see it here. College hockey
while Perry was just given a
Players who get in fights- are
tradition. The NHL was founded
is such a team sport ihat none of
small fine and was suspended
thrown out of that game and the
in 1917, that's a Pret, ty_lostit-- the players want to do anything
for two games. No team in the
next one as well. •
tradition to turn around."
NHL has expressed interest in
that may hurt the team," Semler
"Players want to play, not
watch," Herlan said.
_ *
To support his statement that
at
Violence i* a major part of NHL
'hockey, Herlan cited the example of Los Angeles Kings' coach
Don Perry and player Paul Mulvey. In a game last year,
Perry went
to Mulvey after
an altercation on the ice and told
him to go out and get• into a
fight. Mulvey- said -no, was
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40
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25

asVIERNMENT

pat IFILL4N

•
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Feb.

for

for

Penobscot
Chadbourne
Hannibal Ham tirliOatk&
Aroostoock
Off-Campus (3)
Fraternity (1)
Oxford
Hart
Cumberland
B.C.C. On-Campus
B.C.C. Off-Campus
Graduate Students (too)

70

)5

?5

)0

'0

i5

5

o_

Sign-ups in the
coAtDE4/1.---Student Government Office
---3td floor Memorial Union
Feb. 1 - Feb.
Open to all activity fee
A,.•
paying students

R

.

'RESIDENT andVICE-PRESIDEN
also
INTER-DORM BOARD
PRESIDENT and V.P.
U.11111F.R. :PRESIDENT and V.P.
-

OFF-CAMPUS
PRESIDENT and V.P.
_

•
•

Sign-ups Jan. 25- Jan. 31 lathe
Student Government Office.

_

Elections Feb. 16
Open to aH activity fee paying students.

Any questions call
Harry Tucei 581-4812
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Clapper:

His dream came true

Running has been Clapper's
life sineelotig *fore his fresh• man year at UMO His senior
year has been' one of many
victories for him and he is now
regarded as the best distance
runner in UMO history.
Ulvt0 cannot boast of many
star athletes who are natives of
the Pine Tree state, but the
quiet, modest, hard-working
Clapper is an eteeption, as be
nwa& bora and raised in
jucksport.
•
He gained the distinction as
IJMO'S best diseance runner by
winning the state cross country
meet last October with a time of
27:29. He knocked two seconds
off the course record villiCh was
previously - held by Peter
Brigham.

aapper works out before this
weekend's State Meet. (Malaya
photo)
By Mary Ellen Matava_
Staff Writer
If he had his way, Gerry
Clapper.wouldn't walk with his
classmates_jrim the, mall to
Alumni Field Par commencement exercises in May.
He'd probably run--around
the indoor track, through the
cross country course and meet
the other graduates at the
outdoor track's finish line. He
would arrive first, of course.

-"It feels good,- Clapper said of
aceomplishinent-When he
-cittnrtcrithifaits-alreshman ln
1979,'he said he thought about
being a star runner, but didn't
think it would really happen.
"I dreamed it," he said. "It
was in my mind, but I didn't
think I would ever see
His coaches are eitremenily
proud of Clap_per's success and
atffiblite it to his knowledge of
running ..a....race. "He is an
intelligent runner," said Ed
Styrna, head men's track coach.
"He knows-how tti ftiffhig flees"
and knows his competition."
"He is a good race tacticiary," agrees Jim Ballinger,
assistant coach and head cross
country coach. "A lot of errors
are made • in running by not
responding to competition."
Ballinger cited an example of

earn To Lead

e=7

The Army's Officer
Candidate School
will train you for
leadership positions
in a vanety of
specialties ranging
from combat arms to
engineering to finance.
Well give you:
•-Challenge
— * Responsibility •
• Oppodunity to Advance
• Travel
•Good Salary and Benefits
Youl have pride in serving your country as
one of its future leaders. For more information
on becoming an Army Officer after college
graduation,call 942-7143

ARMY.
BE ALLYOU CAN BL

Clapper runpktg against his top
competitors
Colby College
in Waterville, Rob Edson and
'Todd Coffin. He said Colby'
runners know Clapper has good
endurance as a runner, but finds
it hard to exert extra speed at
the end of a race. "Colby knows
he can _lick.. . and __Gem's
strategy is to run so hard
throughout the raee--so Colby _
gets so tired that theriL4 can't
kick," Ballingeirield:
Developing a kick is one of
Claplw_N -current goals.
always had good endurance and
stamina" he said. "When it
comes down to the end of a race--.1 just can't go any faster. I need
to "develop my legs so I can
kick."

Gerry Clapper
Just because Clapper's
college career is drawing to a
close does not mean his career
in running will do the same.
Ballinger and Styrna agree he
has room for improvement and
%-et
- tat more work, will develop
-tinro an even better distance
runner. "Gerry is not at his
pealyet," Styrna said. "Most
people don't hit their peak'until
their mid to late twenties."
Even without.the incentive of
inter-collegiate _competition. _
Clapper said he has a goal to
himself. "I'm going to keep
running," he said. ,"The
Olympics is a far-fetched goal!"
During Clapper's tenure at
UMO he has seen both the track
-aiuti-cross country programs
change. "The track team is
really close this year," he said,
-"We are very close from cross
u
irpittrt}n
sp"Every.
co
yew:- we ,got more
the cross country team.
It was one thing We looked for.
"My freshman year there was
a lot of-individualism on the
team." He said enthusiasm and
spirit increased in both his
sophomore and junior years,
and his senior year on cross
country was the best yet,
was my job as captain to keep
the spirit up." he said.
His teammates are 'proud of
Clapper's success alit! he feels
lot of affection toward them.
"They cheer me on all the
time," he -said.. -- "Everyone on the team is
good friends,--and. we're always
talking If nutime the timego-hy
quicker."
,
UMO met Bowdoin's track
team here Skturday
decided to run the one
mile ripr
and-Cla
rather than his usual two mile
event. He Won with a time of

4:13.8. his best time for both
half miles.
',--"By the end of the season 1
am pretty, tired of doing the two
.mile so I wanted to do the one
mile to break it up a little bit,"
he said. Clapper ran his best
time for the two mile against
Colby on Jan. 15 at 8:57, but
eame in second in the `race'
behind,Colby's Edson.
‘. _Colby.runners serve as some..
-of Clapper's , stiffest competition. EdsontanitCoffin are two
--afno_Ahe-An
rtheast. p runners in thp

.

''We-have some stiff competi.
tion rightin our own backyard,"
-said Sbana.
The state cross country meet
lastOctober included Coffin and
Clapper gaid he was more
__nervous about that race-than he
had ever been. ".1 wii-riervous
the whole week before;" he
sai. _
----ff.
] had ciassii unfit 2 that
afternoon. I walked into my '
11:00 class and sat down and the
professor came in and I got up
and walked back out! I went
over to the 'coaches' office and
Ballinger could tell
- was
nervous. He said to me: 'Will
you ca-lfn down!'
"I ran that race 20 times in
my mind," he said. Clapper was
-ehead right from the-start of-therace and heard the Colby
runners behind him. "I was
leading and could bear the
Colby runners saying, 'Geez,
he's going out already!' I just „
thought everyone else- was-- 7-going slow," he. said.
"If I hadn't been nervous, I
wouldn't have broken the course
record," he said.
- It is poetry in motion to see
'flapper run and his loyal
supporting spectators nearly
klways include at least part of
his 14 member family.
• Clapper's parents Charles
and Leona got interested in
running•as they- &Wended their
son's meets and he said they are
now regular runners.
"My parents run -at the same
pace and sometimes run together. They run the Paul
Bunyan Marathon in Bangor
every year," he said.
"It feels good to be the first in
the family to do it," -Clapper
said of the trend he started.
Looking back on his four years
of running at UMO, Clapper
said- he is satisfied with the
program- here."I almost went to
Northeastern University, but
"think I was a little scared to go
to the city."__hr said
"I think4 would have 'tome
• out a little earker and been
worked a lot harder
-1u had,gone
to Northeastern. Buri-iim very
happy with the program here at
UMO," he said.
Clapper is an applied math
major and hopes to get a job as a
computer programmer with a.
company in the New England
area. He is a member of Delta
-Upsilon fraternity. "I- like the
math department and the rest of
the university." heAuttd. "cm
having a good
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WE BUY FOR CASH: BANKRUPTCY STOCK,OVERSTOCKS,
DIRECT IMPORTS,CLOSEOUTS,RECONDITIONED GOODS
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3',' Axe 32" Handle
6 Lb Maul Axe
4 Lb Wedge
12' Power Rule
25 Power Lock Rule
5 Pc Ratcheting Box End
4 Pc Adjustable Wrench
3 Pc Locking PI;ers
Airless Paint Sprayer
Randor 19" All Purpose Tool Box
12' Heavy Duty Jumper Cables
Solcieriny Kit
Wood NONIIIIISIS
Backgammon Set
20 Pc Wrench Set
100 Ft Electric Lead Extension Cord
40 Pc Torsi Die Set
7 Pc Nut Driver Set

$9.95
$1095
$495
$395
$895
$11 95
$1695
$8.95
$29.95
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$7.95
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By Steve Bullard

Strong inside play by Jeff Cross
cumbined with superb team foul
shooting held off a second half St.
Michael's rally and lifted the University of Maine Black Bears to an 84-79
victory Wednesday night at Winooski,
Vt.
The Knights, a _Division 11 sebOol.
sporting an 8-11 record, trailed Maine
39-34, at the half before -fighting back
to grab. a 63-60 lead with tif30
remaining. -I hen Cross took conttais
he scored 12 of Maine's'next 18 points
to stake the Black Bears to a 78-77 lead
with 22 seconds left:
Maineijunior guard and co-captain
Kevin Green was fouled at that point
and prepared the Knights' coffin as he

sank two free throws.
After a
easily_ and St Michael's got their- '-V-aaturday--to---pplay--9-6 George
traveling violation-by-St. Miehners,
offensive baskets with far-too- much 'Mason, who is tough (7-1) on its home
Jeff Wheeler was fouled and he
ease. We absolutely must maintain a
court. Maine will need good defense if
dropped in both free thtbws to drive in
certain level of excellence defensively,
it hopes to-shut down the nation's
the nails for the Black Bears.
we can't sacrifice quality."
fourth leading scorer in Carlos Yates,
The win was the third straight -.for
The Black Bears were hurt off the
who is averaging 27 points a game.
the Black Bears, who upped their
boards as 7-foot center Pave McFarYates,_a 6-5 sophomore guard-forrecord to 7-8 on the season. Cross
lane gathered 15 caroms to lead the
ward, has been on a 'tear recently,
scored a game high 33 points and
Knights, who outrebounded Maine.
scoring. 130, points (32.5 average) in
Wheeler added 16 as the team shot 56
33-28. Cross led the Black Bears with • his last, four games. Last year Yates
percent from the floor (32 for 57) and
eight rebounds.
was the ECAC South Rookie of the
dropPed an outstanding 20.of 21 free
Chappelle wPs ha.PPY with the_play - Year and was an AP honorable
throw attempts.
of Green who was.strong on defense _mention All-American.
liespite Maine's victory, coach Skip
with five steals and also died out
Coach Chappelle believes his team_
ChaPPelle- WaSn'
t satisfiect
can do well-if-it plays-defease.--"-With—
team's play.
I think our More
allowed four
-St. Michael's players to- an offensive thinking tviie si&od well
offensive mihded offense continued to - hit double figures in scoring.
Jim
be able toscore, but well have to take
play well as it did at Vermont, but I've
McCaffrey led-the Knights with 25
care of defense and rebouneing. If we
e
zan do that. we ma-reeky get out-aetvery closely.
Bourque ored 18 and McFarlane 11.
together:.
"The ball went inside on us very
- The Black Bears travel to Fairfax,
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Some desk jobs are
making authority.
more exciting than
In the air, and on the
others.
ground, you have
As a Navy pilot
management responsior flight officer, your
bility
.from the begindesk can be a sophisning. And your
ticated combination
responsibility grows
of supersonic jet airas you gain experience.
craftand advanced electronic equipment. No company can give yomthis kind of
But you can handle it- Because Navy
leadership responsibility this fast. And
flight training gives you the navigation, nothing beats the sheer excitement of _
--; --'aerodynamics and other technical
Navy flying. ,
know-how you need.
- The salary is exciting, too, Right In return, Navy-aviation demands away, you'll earn about $18,300 a year.
somethitig of you as an officer.
That's better than the average-corpora:
Leadership.
tion will pay you just outofcollege.
Your path to leadership starts with - And With regular Navy promotions and
officer training that's among the most:. other pay increases, your annual
-demanding in the military. It's intensive-- salary will soar to $31,100 after four
leadership and professional schooling
years. That's on top of a full paCtcage
_ _combined with rigolout navy flight
of benefits and privileges.
•
• .training. And it's all geared-to prepare
Before you settle down to an earth. you and other-college ,_ ..
_., bound-desk job,reach
210 I
i NAVY OPPORTUNITY
graduates for the for the- sky. Reach for
1 INFORMATION CENTER
- ---z-L.-uniclue-challerige of
1
=
'
th
e:eoupori.Yin-d out
I PO. Soxi000 Clifton. NI 07015
Navy aviation. The
I D ' Please isehd me more information about beg3-gi- 1 -What it takes to be
.member
, it.of the Naval Aviation Them..(0A / .
-;-program is tough but f_Ninagma
. . ,------1- part of the Naval •
rewarding. ,
Aviation Tham. You "
One important ---r-xdai-ei-,.....,:;-•
I could have a desk
I that flies at twice the
reward for Navy
I Age
tCollaweillnivers
oGitpyA
officers is decisionspeed of sound.
t Year in College
I AMajor/lallinor

I
I
I

L

-

Phone Number
I A re• Coclef
Best Ttrne to CAll
m... tor dowel recrurtrnent info;nutIon You do not htie to
furnigth any of the filtneensoltnYtel!tuested Of course. the ITtimiAre
know, the more we can help en deterrmtne the kinds of Navy pus,
dons lor *Arch you qualify
MO 9/82j

